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In this paper we consider the problem of characterizing those perfect squares that
can be expressed as the sum of consecutive squares where the initial term in thus
sum is k2. This problem is intimately related to that of finding all integral points
on elliptic curves belonging to a certain family which can be represented by a
Weierstra? equation with parameter k. All curves in this family have positive rank,
and for those of rank 1 a most likely candidate generator of infinite order can be
explicitly given in terms of k. We conjecture that this point indeed generates the
free part of the MordellWeil group and give some heuristics to back this up. We
also show that a point which is modulo torsion equal to a nontrivial multiple of
this conjectured generator cannot be integral. For k in the range 1k100 the
corresponding curves are closely examined, all integral points are determined and
all solutions to the original problem are listed. It is worth mentioning that all
curves of equal rank in this family can be treated more or less uniformly in terms
of the parameter k. The reason for this lies in the fact that in Sinnou David’s lower
bound of linear forms in elliptic logarithmswhich is an essential ingredient of our
approachthe rank is the dominant factor. Also the extra computational effort that
is needed for some values of k in order to determine the rank unconditionally and
construct a set of generators for the MordellWeil group deserves special attention,
as there are some unusual features.  1997 Academic Press
1. PRELIMINARIES
1.1. Introduction
Everyone is familiar with the Pythagorean identity
32+42=52
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and many with the identity resulting from Lucas’ ‘‘Square Pyramid’’
problem,
12+22+ } } } +242=702.
The problem of determining those squares equal to the sum of consecutive
squares has attracted considerable interest throughout the years; the reader
is referred to Guy [6, Problem D3] for a comprehensive list of both
historical and contemporary references.
We are interested in integer solutions of
k2+(k+1)2+ } } } +(k+n&1)2=t2, (1)
which equation may be written in the form of an elliptic curve
Ek : 13n
3+(k& 12) n
2+(k2&k+ 16) n=t
2. (2)
Most authors to date have considered n as fixed and asked for correspond-
ing pairs of integers k, t if any. It is known that there exist solutions for
infinitely many n, and in particular all such n<1000 have been determined.
The analysis in this instance depends upon an associated Pellian equation.
Alternatively, one can consider k as fixed and ask for corresponding
integer pairs n, t (when k=1 this is the Lucas problem mentioned above).
The analysis now depends upon the theory of elliptic curves; a few explora-
tions have been made in this direction (Platiel and Rung [10], Rung [11];
see also Kuwata and Top [8]). The present paper offers a systematic
investigation of this approach, and all integer solutions n, t of (2) are found
in the range 1k100.
Stroeker and Tzanakis [16] and Gebel, Petho , and Zimmer [5] have
studied specific elliptic curves over Q, showing that when the rational
MordellWeil group of the curve is known, then finding all integer points
can be reduced to a practicably efficient process. Both papers employ
similar methods, not following the traditional well established path of solving
Thue equations, but instead relying on a highly nontrivial lower bound for
linear forms in elliptic logarithms recently obtained by Sinnou David [3].
Where the calculations in [5] leading to the computations of the Mordell
Weil group are based on the assumption of the Birch and SwinnertonDyer
conjectures, the results of [16] are unconditional. This is also one of the
objectives of the present paper, and our results for k in the range 1k100
do not depend on any of the usual conjectures. However, in practice, this
often means that an extensive amount of computational effort is required.
In [15] Stroeker takes the elliptic logarithm method one step further
and examines the parametrized family of elliptic curves that arises from
demanding that the sum of consecutive cubes be a square. He is able
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systematically to treat the first 50 curves of the family, showing that certain
aspects of the computations can be successfully carried through uniformly
in terms of the parameter. The current paper is modelled on this latter,
although with some extra features. First, to determine the MordellWeil
rank unconditionally in 11 cases required an extra argument; in particular
for k=68, it was found necessary to invoke the arithmetic of a number
field with class-group of order 16128. A detailed discussion is devoted to
this exceptional case, because it is rather surprising that the nontrivial
structure of this class-group ultimately clinches the argument. Some of the
curves in our range have generators of large height, and an extra descent
was necessary in order to compute the corresponding MordellWeil
groups. Second, the curve (2) possesses an ‘‘obvious’’ integer solution for
each k, namely (n, t)=(1, k). It turns out that the point Qk on the corre-
sponding elliptic curve has infinite order, and one might reasonably ask
two associated questions in the case that the curve has rank 1:
(i) Is Qk always a generator, and
(ii) Can any multiple of Qk modulo torsion give rise (on specializa-
tion) to a nontrivial integer solution of equation (2)?
In the range 1k100, question (i) can be answered in the affirmative,
and we offer some suggestions as to the reason why the answer should be
yes for all sufficiently large k. We answer question (ii) in the negative by
means of a p-adic approach ( p=2, 3), involving straightforward but
intricate double induction arguments.
1.2. The Family of Curves
Under the substitution
(x, y)=(12n+12k&6, 72t) (3)
with inverse
(n, t)=\ 112 (x+6)&k, 172y )
the curve Ek at (2) transforms into the following Weierstra? form,
Ek : y2=x3&36x&864k(k&1)(2k&1). (4)
We shall denote by Ek(Q) the rational MordellWeil group of this curve.
There is a rational point Tk on Ek of order 2, namely
Tk=(6(2k&1), 0), (5)
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and with the substitution
(X, Y)=(x&6(2k&1), y) (6)
(4) transforms to
Y2=X(X 2+18(2k&1)X+72(6k2&6k+1)) (7)
with Tk transforming to (0,0). For P # Ek(Q), the coordinates (x(P), y(P))
will always be relative to (4), and the coordinates (X(P), Y(P)) will always
be relative to (7).
The discriminant 2k of Ek is given by
2k=&21236(12k2&12k&1)(6k2&6k+1)2
and the j-invariant jk by
jk=&2633(12k2&12k&1)(6k2&6k+1)2.
Some simple facts are easy to establish.
Lemma 1.
(i) E1(Q)tors &Z2Z_Z2Z and Ek(Q)tors &Z2Z for k2,
(ii) The rank rk of Ek(Q) satisfies rk1 for k1.
Proof. (i) For k=1, the torsion statement follows from Silverman [12,
p. 311]. For k2, we use the well-known fact (Silverman [12, p. 176])
that if a prime p does not divide the discriminant 2k of Ek , then Ek(Q)tors
injects in Ek, p(Fp), where Ek, p is the reduction mod p of Ek . With p=5,
we have
Ek, 5(F5)&{Z2Z_Z4ZZ8Z
for k#0, 1, 3 mod 5,
for k#2, 4 mod 5.
Thus |Ek(Q)tors | divides 8. Certainly Ek(Q) has precisely the one point Tk
of order 2, since 6(2k&1) is the only real zero of the right-hand side of (4).
Furthermore, Ek(Q) possesses no point of order 4, for such a point P(x, y)
satisfies 2P=(6(2k&1), 0), implying
6(2k&1)=
(x2+36)2+6912k(k&1)(2k&1)x
4y2
.
But this forces x to be exactly divisible by 2, and hence 6(2k&1) should be
exactly divisible by an even power of 2, which is clearly absurd. This shows
(i), with the immediate consequence that the point Qk=(12k+6, 72k) on
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(4), corresponding to (n, t)=(1, k) on (2), cannot be of finite order, which
shows rk1. K
Our goal is to determine all integer solutions of (2) in the range 1k100.
We shall actually do more and determine all integer solutions of (4) in
the range 1k100; integer solutions of (2) correspond via the trans-
formation (3) and its inverse to a subset of integer solutions of (4). The
attack falls into two distinct parts: determination of the MordellWeil
groups and subsequent determination of the integer points.
2. THE MORDELLWEIL GROUPS
In this part the MordellWeil groups for k in the range 1k100 will
be computed completely and unconditionally. As the torsion subgroups
have been determined in the previous part, that leaves the rank and the
generators of infinite order.
2.1. Rank Calculations
The first step is to compute the rank of each curve in the family.
Connell’s Apecs program was able to determine rank unconditionally in
the range 1k100 except in the 11 cases k=29, 40, 49, 51, 53, 57, 68,
77, 84, 93, 99. It is interesting to note at this point that the referee has
verified the computations using the newest version of Simath. Apparently
Simath determined the rank and a basis unconditionally in the range
1k100 except in the case k=68. This certainly shows a serious advantage
to the use of Simath. Nevertheless, we give below a (non-detailed) description
of our arguments in those cases that Apecs failed to settle, because
analogous arguments can be useful when dealing with elliptic curves whose
rank cannot be automatically computed by one or another computer
program.
At a rational point of (7), put X=2A2B2, 2 squarefree, A, B # Z,
(A, B)=1. There results a quartic of type
c0A4+c1A2B2+c2 B4=C2 (8)
on which we seek points. John Cremona’s algorithm ‘‘mwrank’’ (see [2])
will quickly sieve out all quartics (8) locally unsolvable for some prime p
(including ). Therefore we can safely assume that (8) is everywhere
locally solvable. Then the associated quadratic
c0X2+c1XY+c2 Y2=Z2 (9)
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is everywhere locally solvable, and hence globally solvable. Let (:, ;, #) be
a point of (9); then (9) may be rationally parametrized as
X : Y : Z=:W2&2#WV+(:c0+;c1)V2 : ;(W2&c0 V2) :
#W2&(2c0 :+c1 ;)WV+c0 #V 2.
It follows from (8) that
hA2=:W2&2#WV+(:c0+;c1)V2
(10)
hB2=;(W2&c0V2),
where the squarefree part of h is a divisor of the resultant of the two quadratics
in W, V namely, ;4(c21&4c0c2). That is, the squarefree part of h divides
;(c21&4c0 c2). The possibilities for h can be tested in (10), discarding those
for which the pair of quadrics is not everywhere locally solvable. For a
remaining value of h, the second quadric at (10) being locally solvable
implies it is globally solvable, and so rationally parametrizable. Substitut-
ing into the first quadric at (10) results in a homogeneous quartic in two
variables being a square. In 10 of the 11 exceptional cases listed above, all
the resulting quartics turn out to be locally unsolvable. The rather tedious
but straightforward details of these cases are omitted; verification should
not pose any serious problems. However, for k=68 everywhere locally
solvable quartics remain, so that we are still uncertain about the expected
non-existence of global solutions. We had to do some rethinking at this
point, and the proof we found in the end to show that these quartics can
possess no global solution is interesting enough in itself to justify a detailed
description. Moreover, it clearly shows the power that sophisticated
software like Parigp puts at one’s fingertips.
After this the rank will have been determined unconditionally for all k in
the range 1k100. The rank values are listed in Table I; here we just
indicate their distribution, namely 31 cases of rank 1, 52 cases of rank 2,
14 cases of rank 3, and 3 cases of rank 4.
2.2. The Exceptional Case, k=68
Details are provided here that show the rank r68 of (4) for k=68,
E68 : y2=x(x2+2430x+1968264) (11)
is unconditionally equal to 2. We refer to [2, Chap. III, 3.6; 12, Chap. III]
for background and notational conventions. For the computation of the
rank we also need the isogenous curve
E$68 : y2=x(x2&4860x&1968156) (12)
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TABLE I
The MordellWeil Groups Ek(Q), k=1, ..., 100
Rank and generators of Ek(Q), k=1, ..., 100
rank
k rk generators P1 , ..., Pr k on (4)
1 1 (18, 72)
2 1 (30, 144)
3 2 (42, 216), (54, 360)
4 2 (54, 288), (46, 152)
5 1 (66, 360)
6 1 (78, 432)
7 3 (144, 1584), (90, 504), (124, 1196)
8 2 (102, 576), (286, 4760)
9 2 (114, 648), (390, 7632)
10 2 (126, 720), (189, 2295)
11 2 (138, 792), (13270625, 48342896125)
12 2 (150, 864), (864, 25344)
13 2 (162, 936), (300, 4860)
14 2 (174, 1008), (166, 568)
15 2 (252, 3276), (186, 1080)
16 2 (198, 1152), (1342, 49096)
17 2 (474, 9936), (405, 7659)
18 2 (342, 5544), (222, 1296)
19 1 (234, 1368)
20 4 (246, 1440), (258, 2088), (522, 11376), (396, 7020)
21 2 (258, 1512), (1398, 52128)
22 3 (540, 11844), (634, 15416), (14076, 1670004)
23 1 (282, 1656)
24 2 (294, 1728), (30952606101761, 7760298687232461759)
25 4 (606, 14040), (333, 3393), (306, 1800), (300, 1260)
26 1 (318, 1872)
27 3 (714, 18216), (330, 1944), (406, 5896)
28 3 (342, 2016), (480, 8640), (930, 27720)
29 1 (354, 2088)
30 2 (366, 2160), (17774, 526498)
31 2 (378, 2232), (127824289, 300837604913)
32 3 (390, 2304), (396, 2844), (38869, 13895227)
33 2 (402, 2376), (5981669022636908721025,
1462811049241510388427393395298625)
34 1 (414, 2448)
35 2 (426, 2520), (139164, 51914700)
36 2 (438, 2592), (52789, 30111227)
37 1 (450, 2664)
38 3 (1158, 38232), (582, 10296), (528, 7488)
39 2 (474, 2808), (1272625, 721224125)
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TABLE IContinued
Rank and generators of Ek(Q), k=1, ..., 100
rank
k rk generators P1 , ..., Pr k on (4)
40 1 (486, 2880)
41 2 (498, 2952), (23988963025, 3259927944166375)
42 1 (510, 3024)
43 1 (522, 3096)
44 4 (534, 3168), (810, 19728), (1122, 35640),
(2473988425, 123054213348125)
45 2 (546, 3240), (59071316, 45400865364)
46 2 (558, 3312), (909, 24255)
47 2 (570, 3384), (10873469446225, 11262453911289938375)
48 3 (582, 3456), (3093, 171477), (52309, 8972027)
49 1 (594, 3528)
50 2 (1317, 45549), (1558, 59768)
51 1 (618, 3672)
52 3 (780, 15444), (630, 3744), (814, 17416)
53 1 (642, 3816)
54 1 (654, 3888)
55 2 (666, 3960), (42402, 8731296)
56 2 (678, 4032), (131015981089, 4741868576835937)
57 1 (690, 4104)
58 2 (702, 4176), (25590, 4093560)
59 1 (714, 4248)
60 3 (1110, 31680), (813, 13167), (726, 4320)
61 1 (738, 4392)
62 1 (750, 4464)
63 2 (957, 21321), (762, 4536)
64 2 (774, 4608), (1644, 63252)
65 3 (1461, 51525), (786, 4680), (1068, 27468)
66 1 (798, 4752)
67 3 (810, 4824), (1398, 47160), (102198, 32671080)
68 2 (822, 4896), (5337425, 11989432125)
69 1 (834, 4968)
70 1 (846, 5040)
71 2 (858, 5112), (1442448, 1732408272)
72 2 (870, 5184), (1584, 57816)
73 3 (2334, 109800), (1246, 35720), (882, 5256)
74 3 (894, 5328), (2469, 119853), (353329400, 140649838000)
75 2 (906, 5400), (31369672308565186839058332054749957279742824336,
496696950724777515730822312632383931793140479655477517058675181003584)
76 2 (918, 5472), (1194, 30960)
77 2 (930, 5544), (16436425, 66545388125)
78 2 (942, 5616), (51878225329, 4230301536389017)
79 2 (954, 5688), (335567339808682283041, 6147051433138245528746389464911)
80 1 (966, 5760)
81 2 (978, 5832), (65481934096, 14792957487262144)
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TABLE IContinued
Rank and generators of Ek(Q), k=1, ..., 100
rank
k rk generators P1 , ..., Pr k on (4)
82 1 (990, 5904)
83 3 (2253, 102303), (2674, 134720), (7876849, 19353312343)
84 2 (1014, 6048), (2649425, 1696472125)
85 1 (1026, 6120)
86 2 (1038, 6192), (812416625, 52203946415625)
87 2 (1050, 6264), (1638, 57240)
88 2 (1062, 6336), (132093121, 159382171331)
89 2 (1074, 6408), (6868870771578780317426984922344516161,
5482203503171085686238513923524432836967250255286207841)
90 1 (1086, 6480)
91 2 (1098, 6552), (1968, 79632)
92 1 (1110, 6624)
93 1 (1122, 6696)
94 2 (1134, 6768), (387134, 76110858)
95 2 (1146, 6840), (17402534125, 2295719061111125)
96 2 (1158, 6912), (967461529, 82626772512167)
97 2 (1170, 6984), (577729, 1384514027)
98 2 (1182, 7056), (1677, 55809)
99 1 (1194, 7128)
100 2 (1206, 7200), (184812, 79450236)
and the standard 2-isogenies , : E68  E$68 and , : E$68  E68 . It is well-
known that
|E68(Q), (E$68(Q))| } |E$68(Q),(E68(Q))|=2r+2,
and we will show that
|E68(Q), (E$68(Q))|=|E$68(Q),(E68(Q))|=22.
Putting x=$a2b2, $, a, b # Z, $ squarefree, ($, b)=1, (a, b)=1 in (11)
gives
$a4+2430a2b2+
1968264
$
b4=c2, $ | 2 } 3 } 27337. (13)
Moreover, the group E68(Q), (E$68(Q)) is isomorphic to the subgroup of
Q*(Q*)2 generated by the factors $ for which the diophantine equation
(13) has an integer solution. Cremona’s ‘‘mrank’’ tells us that global
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solutions exist at $=1, 3, 2 } 27337, 6 } 27337, and the remaining four values
of $, $=2, 6, 27337, 3 } 27337 give everywhere locally solvable curves, but
the existence of a global solution for these values remains undecided.
However it is easy to see that |E68(Q), (E$68(Q))|=22 or 23, depending,
respectively, on the existence or non-existence of a solution for $=2.
When $=2,
2a4+2430a2b2+984132b4=c2
with parametrization
a2 : b2 : c=&639u2&996uv+1152v2 : u2&2v2 : 498u2+126uv+996v2
so that for coprime integers U, V, there exist integers h, :0 , ; satisfying
&639U2&996UV+1152V2=h:20
(14)
U2&2V2=h;2,
where h is a squarefree divisor of the resultant of the two polynomials on
the left-hand side, so h | 2 } 3 } 23 } 2377. However, 3 | h implies U2#2V2
mod 3, which is impossible. Thus h | 2 } 23 } 2377. From (14), 3 | h:20 , so
:0=3:, and
&213U2&332UV+384V2=3h:2 (15)
U2&2V2=h;2. (16)
The quadrics (15) and (16) are locally solvable for precisely the following
eight values of h:
h=1, &2, &23, 46, 2377, &2 } 2377, &23 } 2377, 46 } 2377. (17)
Write (15), (16) in the form
(&213+t) U2&332UV+(384&2t) V 2=h(3:2+t;2), (18)
where t is chosen so that the left-hand side is a singular quadratic; this
demands t=202+%, where %2&%+13668=0, and (18) may then be
written
&2(83U+(10+%)V)2=h(10+%)(3:2+(202+%);2)
or, equivalently,
9:2+(606+3%);2=&6(83U+(10+%)V)2(h(10+%)).
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Define the number field K=Q(.), where .2=&606&3%, so that .4+
1215.2+492066=0. Further, let L=Q(%). Then
NormKL(3:+;.)=&6(83U+(10+%)V)2h(10+%). (19)
The following arithmetic information about K, L was obtained by use of
Parigp. In L there are the prime factorizations (2)=p2p$2 , (3)=p3 p$3 ,
(83)=p83 p$83 , (23)=p223 , (2377)=p
2
2377 , (10+%)=p$2 p$
2
83 . A Z-basis
for the ring of integers OL is [1, %]; and the following congruences
hold:
mod p2 p$2 p3 p$3 p83 p$83
% 1 0 1 0 11 &10
In K, p2=q22 , p$2=q2$
2 , p3=q23 , p3$ =q3$
2, (.)=q$2q3 q$3q27337 , (1+.)=
q2 q246641 ; a Z-basis for the ring of integers OK is [1, ., 13 .
2, 13.
3]; and the
class-group is of order 16128 and of type Z504_Z4_Z2_Z2_Z2 .
The following congruences hold:
mod q2 q$2 q3 q$3
. 1 0 0 0
1
3.
2 1 0 1 2
1
3.
3 1 0 0 0
Now at (19), the greatest ideal common factor of (3:+;.) and
(3:&;.) divides (6:, 2;., 3:+;.). Since ;#0(2) O U#0(2) O V#0(2)
at (16), we have (;, 2)=1; and certainly (;, 3)=1. Further, (:, ;)=1, for
any common prime divisor ? divides the resultant at (15), (16), so
? # [2, 23, 2377]; that is, ? # [23, 2377] (; odd). But then (15), (16) force
U#V#0 mod ?. Thus (6:, ;)=1, and the above gcd divides (6:, 2.,
3:+;.). Further, :#0 mod q27377 O :#0 mod 27337, and from (15),
&213(U+7573V)2+27337 } 118V(U+12822V)#0 mod 273372, giving
U+7573V#0#V(U+12822V) mod 27337, contradicting (U, V)=1. So
the above gcd is q2q3 q$3 (: odd ), q$2 q3 q$3 (: even).
At (19), let the ideal (83U+(10+%)V)=p$83a, so that we obtain as ideals:
NormKL(3:+;.)=p2p3p$3(h)&1a2. (20)
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Now, from (17), (h) # S _ p2 p$2 S where S is the set [(1), p223 , p
2
2377 ,
p223 p
2
2377]; and thus (20) implies an ideal equation
NormKL(3:+;.)={p2p3p$3 b
2
p$2p3p$3b2= for an integral ideal b of OL . (21)
From the above remarks on gcd, (21) implies an ideal equation in K of
type
(3:+;.)={q2 q3q$3B
2
q$2 q3q$3 B2
for an integral ideal B of O K .
Bus this gives a contradiction in the class-group of K. For in the group
Z504_Z4 _Z2_Z2_Z2 ,
q2 t[466, 0, 1, 0, 0], q$2 t[38, 2, 1, 0, 0],
q3 t[30, 0, 0, 1, 0], q$3 t[222, 2, 0, 0, 0]
so that q2q3q$3 t[214, 2, 1, 1, 0], q$2 q3 q$3 t[290, 0, 1, 1, 0].
If B t [=0 , =1 , =2 , =3 , =4], then B2 t [2=0 , 2=1 , 0, 0, 0], implying
(3:+;.)t[ V , V , 1, 1, 0] is in the principal class, a contradiction. Conse-
quently there are no global solutions for $=2, and |E68(Q), (E$68(Q))|=22.
It should be noted here that the ideal classes are given relative to a certain
(unspecified) ordered basis. This basis will generally change with each
interactive session, resulting in different representations for the ideal classes.
Also, the algorithms used in Pari for constructing the class-group are
correct under GRH. However, in most cases it should be comparatively
easy to verify the results Pari produces.
Next, we consider the isogenous curve (12). In a completely analogous
way it can be seen that, starting with
2A4&4860A2B2&
1968156
2
B4=C2, 2 | 2 } 3 } 23 } 2377,
it suffices to show that there are no global solutions for 2=&2. Now, the
class-group of the relevant quartic number field generated by a zero of
x4+2430x2&492039 is isomorphic to Z4_Z4 _Z4_Z2 . An argument
similar to that used before applies and ultimately we find |E$68(Q)
,(E68(Q))|=22, thus proving that r68=2.
2.3. Constructing Generators
The next step towards the construction of MordellWeil bases is to find
on each curve the maximal number of linearly independent points. Apecs
was used extensively but failed to find the right number of points in six
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instances. It was necessary to perform the extra descent described above
and search the resulting quartics for global solutions, which, when found,
could be pulled back to the corresponding points of (4). This descent finds
the points of large height in Table I; and it is clear why the Apecs search
failed to find them.
As already noted, according to the referee, Simath was able to compute
generators for the MordellWeil groups in all cases but k=68. Since,
however, the arguments and tricks which we used in order to find gener-
ators (in those cases that Apecs failed to compute such) can be applied to
similar situations whenever the automatic machine search is not possible,
we think it is useful not to omit them. We remark that any determination
of generators of a MordellWeil group will depend on estimation of height
functions on the curve, in particular the relation between the logarithmic
height h(P) and the canonical height h (P) of a point P on the curve.
Silverman [13] gives general estimates for the difference h(P)&2h (P), but
it turns out that these are not precise enough for our purposes, and it was
necessary to tailor his arguments specifically to the curve (4).
Lemma 2.
(i) For P # E1(Q),
&log 6&4.076h(P)&2h (P)log 6+4.504;
(ii) For k2 and P # Ek(Q),
&
2
3
log \3& 1(2k&1)2+h(P)&2h (P)log 12+
1
2
log Ck ,
where Ck=(6k2&6k+1)>ppe p2, the product running over all primes p for
which pe p exactly divides 12k2&12k&1 and ep2.
Proof.
(i) Example 2.2 of Silverman [13].
(ii) This is a careful bookkeeping excercise using the methods and
formulae of Silverman [13, 14].
For the determination of bases for the MordellWeil groups, we choose
to consider four cases, according to rank.
Rank 1 (31 instances). Suppose the known point P is not a generator.
It is easy to verify in each case that neither P nor P+Tk lies in 2Ek(Q),
so there exists m # Z, Q # Ek(Q) with P=mQ, m3, and where, without
loss of generality, we may suppose m prime. By looking at Ek(Fp) for a
suitable prime p, it can be shown in each of the cases that m{3. So m5,
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and h (Q)=(1m2) h (mQ)=(1m2) h (P)(125) h (P). Using the bounds of
Lemma 2, a simple search shows no such Q can exist in any of the cases.
Rank 3, 4 (14, 3 instances, respectively). In each case the known
independent points do not have particularly large height and we worked as
suggested by Silverman [13, Proposition 7.2 with m = 2]; similar
arguments can also be found in Gebel and Zimmer [4, Section 8].
Rank 2 (52 instances). The above method works in many instances, but
it cannot deal with the cases where one of the two known independent
points has large height, for example, k=75, where the known points
have heights 2.6069 and 28.3739. We need to introduce a further idea.
Suppose the known points P1 , P2 generate a subgroup of index m in
Ek(Q)Ek(Q)tors . It is straightforward to verify in all the cases that m is
odd, by showing that if =1P1+=2P2+=3Tk # 2Ek(Q) for =i # [0, 1], then
=i=0 for i=1, 2, 3.
Suppose now m>1, and let q be a prime dividing m. Then either
P2 # qEk(Q) or at least one of the points P1\rP2 with r # [0, 1, ...,
(q&1)2] lies in qEk(Q). In the latter case, let P1+rP2=qQ, |r|
(q&1)2. Then
h (P1+rP2)+h (P1&rP2)=2h (P1)+2h (rP2)=2h (P1)+2r2h (P2)
2h (P1)+ 12(q&1)
2h (P2),
so that
q2h (Q)=h (qQ)=h (P1+rP2)2h (P1)+ 12(q&1)
2 h (P2),
from which
h (Q)
2
q2
h (P1)+
1
2 \1&
1
q+
2
h (P2)
2
q2
h (P1)+
1
2
h (P2), (22)
Thus either there exists Q # Ek(Q) satisfying h (Q)=(1q2)h (P2) or there
exists Q # Ek(Q) satisfying the inequality (22).
In each numerical case we eliminate the possibilities q=3, 5, 7 by showing
that none of P2 , P1\rP2 with r # [0, 1, ..., (q&1)2] lies in qEk(Q). As an
example, when k=24, the structure of the groups E24(F19) and E24(F137)
was used to eliminate q=7. It follows that q11, with consequently a point
Q # Ek(Q) satisfying either h (Q) 1121 h (P2) or h (Q)
2
121 h (P1)+
1
2 h (P2). By
choosing P1 to be the point with larger height than P2 , only the second
inequality matters. It implies a manageable bound for h (Q), and by search
there are no such Q.
It only remains to indicate how in practice the search for points of bounded
height was carried out.
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We are searching on the curve (4) for points P with h(P)<B, for some
known bound B. Let X(P) at (7) be given by rs2, (r, s)=1, so that using
(6),
0r+6(2k&1) s2eB,
whence
0s(eB(6(2k&1)))12, 0reB&6(2k&1) s2. (23)
In practice, write r=$\2, where $ is a squarefree divisor of 72(6k2&
6k+1). Then for each $, (23) becomes
0s(eB(6(2k&1)))12, 0\\e
B&6(2k&1)s2
$ +
12
.
Of course one can also restrict to those $ known to correspond to
everywhere locally solvable curves, but in our cases the time of running was
so short that this minor refinement was unnecessary.
2.4. A Rank-1 Conjecture
From Table I it can be seen that for all 31 curves of rank 1 the point
Qk=(12k+6, 72k)
on (4) serves as a generator for Ek(Q)Ek(Q)tors . Can this be a
coincidence? We think not, but we have no more hard evidence than these
31 examples. Nevertheless, we wish to formulate the
Conjecture. If the curve given by (4) has rank 1, then
Ek(Q)Ek(Q)tors &(Qk) .
Support of a heuristic nature may be found in the following remark
which contains ideas due to Samir Siksek. We are grateful to him for
allowing us to use them.
Remark. The Szpiro ratio of an elliptic curve E over Q is the ratio
_E=log(discriminant E )log(conductor E )
and is conjectured to be bounded. Hindry and Silverman [7] show that all
non-torsion points P # E(Q) satisfy h (P)(20_E)&810&1.1&4_E log (discriminant
E), so that applied to the curves Ek , we obtain an estimate h (P)>c log(k),
where c is an absolute and effective constant, provided _E is bounded. On
the other hand, our estimates indicate that h (Qk) is asymptotic to
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1
2 log(k - 6). So if Qk generates a subgroup of index m in Ek(Q), then Qk=
mQ$k+T, for some Q$k # Ek (Q) and torsion point T, and m2c log(k)<
m2h (Q$k)=h (Qk)t 12 log(k - 6) implying a uniform bound on the index m
for sufficiently large k.
It now seems plausible that for a rank-1 curve, there can only be finitely
many k, where the index m exceeds 1. For otherwise, there exists m0 # N
such that Qk=m0(x, y) as an equation in Ek(Q) is solvable for x, y # Q for
infinitely many k. Equating first components, there results an equation
F(x, k)=0 of degree m20 in x, which is known to have infinitely many
rational solutions x, k. Further, Qk=m0(x, y) forces x to be an integer, so
F(x, k)=0 has infinitely many integer solutions x, k. Consequently, F(x, k)
must represent a curve of genus 0, which seems unlikely in general.
3. DETERMINATION OF INTEGRAL POINTS
Now that the rank rk and a complete set of generators for Ek(Q) are
known, set
Ek(Q)Ek(Q)tors=(P1 , ..., Prk).
For P # Ek(Q), there exist integers m1 , ..., mrk such that
P=m1P1+ } } } +mrk Prk+P0 , (24)
where P0 is a torsion point, satisfying (from Lemma 1) 2P0=0 in Ek(Q).
For integral P=(x(P), y(P)) we intend to estimate the integral vector
m=(m1 , ..., mrk). Once (small) upper bounds for its coordinates mi are
known, an attempt can be made to recover all integral points by direct
search.
3.1. Brief Comments on the Method Used
We do not describe here the underlying method, as this has been done
in great detail in [16]. Also, Stroeker [15] clearly describes how the
method of [16] can be applied in order to attack many elliptic equations
‘‘of a similar type.’’ We confine ourselves to mentioning the following: to
the generic point P in (24) corresponds a linear form
L(P)=(m0+ 12 =) u0+m1u1+ } } } +mrk urk
of (explicitly known) elliptic logarithms u0 , u1 , ..., urk (= # [0, 1]). Let *k
be the least eigenvalue of the rk_rk height-pairing matrix ( 12 (Pi , Pj) ).
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Note that *k>0 because this matrix is positive-definite. Let also Mk=
max1irk |mi |. Then
|L(P)|<c } exp(&*kM 2k), where c={53.24.08
if k=1,
if k2
.
On the other hand, we can apply a deep theorem of David [3] in order
to compute a lower bound for |L(P)|, which is exponential in &log Mk
and &(log logMk)rk+2. The precise statement of David’s theorem, in the
form needed for our purpose, and a detailed explanation of his application
is found in an Appendix of [16]; therefore we do not discuss this subject
here. We only point out that, since the publication of [16], a slight
modification has been made to certain constants of David’s theorem; this
implies an analogous modification to the constant c4 appearing in the
Appendix of [16], which now reads
c4=2.9 } 106rk+12 } 42(r k+1)
2
(rk+2)2rk
2+13rk+23.3 ‘
rk
i=0
Ai .
A combination of the upper and lower bounds of |L(P)| results in an upper
bound K for Mk as in the following table.
Upper bound K for Mk
in the range 1k100
rk k *k K
1 1 0.444 5.80_1022
rk *k min *k K
1 30 0.800 8.90_1023
2 52 0.607 5.73_1039
3 14 0.740 2.40_1060
4 3 0.705 2.07_1086
The very large upper bound K is then reduced using the LLL basis
reduction algorithm, as described in [16, Section 5], or [15, Section 4],
and implemented by PariGP. Below we list the outcome of the reduction
process. The exponent of the base 10 in K0 gives a lower bound for the
number of digits precision needed for the computation of the elliptic
logarithms u0 , u1 , ..., urk . In order to take care of the possible loss of
significance caused by rounding, a considerably larger number of digits was
used in each case.
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Reduction process for 1k100
(d stands for the number of digits precision used)
Step 1 Step 2 Step 3
k K0 d K K0 d K K0 d K
1 1050 100 11 105 20 5 104 20 4
Step 1 Step 2 Step 3
rk K0 d K K0 d K K0 d K
1 1050 100 9 106 20 4 103, 104 20 3
2 10125 200 18 1010 30 6 107, 108 20 5*
3 10250 400 24 1012 30 6 5_109 20 5
4 10440 600 34 1016 40 7 6.6_1012 30 6
The * in the final column indicates one exception at k=79, in which
case the process stopped at step 2 with K value of 6.
3.2. All Integral Points for 1k100
When completing the final search for integral points with the K values
from the above table, the worst instances occur for rank 4 curves. Corre-
sponding to m1>0; m1=0, m2>0; m1=m2=0, m3>0; m1=m2=m3=0,
m4>0 in (24), there are respectively 2 } 6 } 133, 2 } 6 } 132, 2 } 6 } 13, 2 } 6 cases
to consider, a total of 134&1=28560 points to check for integrability. For
each k-value, this search took about 3 h using Apecs on a 486 desktop
with 16 Mbytes of extended memory. For the other ranks, this final search
was significantly shorter. A list of all the integral points found is given in
Table II. In fact the coefficients mj corresponding to integral points rarely
exceed unity; there are only five instances where this is not true (for
k=1, 2, 7, 9, and 20), and then the largest (absolute) coefficient is 2.
From Table II it is immediate to deduce a full list of integer solutions
(n, t) to Eq. (2) in the range 1k100. These are listed in the form of
triples (k, k+n&1, t) in Table III.
3.3. The Rank 1 Case
Now we restrict attention to the case where the rank of Ek(Q) equals 1.
The point Qk=(1, k) at (2), respectively, Qk=(12k+6, 72k) on (4), is a
point of infinite order. We show here that for any integer k, then neither
mQk (m>1) nor mQk+Tk (m1) can be an integer point of (2). By
virtue of the previous determination of Ek(Z) for 1k100, we could
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TABLE II
Integer Points on (7), k=1, ..., 100
All integer points (X, Y) with Y0 for the curves (7), k=1, 100, omitting in each case the point (0, 0)
k (X, Y )
1 (&12, 0), (&6, 0), (&9, 9), (&8, 8), (6, 36), (12, 72), (288, 5040)
2 (12, 144), (78, 936)
3 (12, 216), (18, 288), (24, 360), (111, 1665), (148, 2368),
(222, 3996), (2178, 103752), (6936, 581400), (11532, 1243224)
4 (4, 152), (12, 288), (147, 2583), (438, 10512), (1314, 49932), (2883, 158193)
5 (12, 360), (726, 21780)
6 (12, 432), (1086, 39096)
7 (12, 504), (46, 1196), (66, 1584), (88, 2024), (207, 4761),
(276, 6624), (396, 10296), (600, 17640), (882, 29736),
(1518, 63756), (2208, 109296), (18975, 2629935),
(26508, 4334904)
8 (12, 576), (196, 4760), (363, 9603), (2022, 97056)
9 (12, 648), (288, 7632), (294, 7812), (2598, 140292),
(6624588, 17050940568)
10 (12, 720), (75, 2295), (196, 5320), (3246, 194760)
11 (12, 792), (3966, 261756), (274776, 144134136)
12 (12, 864), (726, 25344), (4758, 342576)
13 (12, 936), (150, 4860), (1152, 46944), (5622, 438516)
14 (4, 568), (12, 1008), (2523, 139113), (6558, 550872),
(19674, 2793708), (38307, 7545123)
15 (12, 1080), (78, 3276), (1164, 48888), (3744, 245232), (7566, 680940)
16 (12, 1152), (1156, 49096), (8646, 830016)
17 (12, 1224), (207, 7659), (276, 9936), (426, 15336), (568, 21016),
(9798, 999396), (63948, 16246296)
18 (12, 1296), (132, 5544), (1002, 42084), (2475, 139095),
(11022, 1190376)
19 (12, 1368), (12318, 1404252)
20 (12, 1440), (24, 2088), (162, 7020), (288, 11376), (294, 11592),
(1587, 77625), (2178, 118404), (3468, 225216), (6843, 595341),
(13686, 1642320), (18723, 2610081), (20164, 2913272), (85698, 25190244),
(14652300, 56087890560)
21 (12, 1512), (1152, 52128), (15126, 1905876)
22 (12, 1584), (282, 11844), (376, 15416), (531, 21771), (708, 29736),
(13818, 1670004), (16638, 2196216), (82668, 23880096),
(1848411, 2513556999)
23 (12, 1656), (18222, 2514636)
24 (12, 1728), (19878, 2862432)
25 (6, 1260), (12, 1800), (39, 3393), (288, 13104), (312, 14040),
(588, 25704), (831, 37395), (1300, 63440), (1734, 91188),
(2548, 151424), (6648, 578376), (7200, 648720), (18954, 2670408),
(21606, 3240900), (43212, 9074520), (259200, 132187680),
(1277679, 1444716117), (4926999, 10937361897)
26 (12, 1872), (23406, 3651336)
27 (12, 1944), (88, 5896), (162, 8856), (396, 18216), (766, 35236),
(1650, 87120), (3447, 230949), (4056, 289224), (25278, 4095036)
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TABLE IIContinued
All integer points (X, Y) with Y0 for the curves (7), k=1, 100, omitting in each case the point (0, 0)
k (X, Y )
28 (12, 2016), (150, 8640), (600, 27720), (1152, 56736),
(20667, 3042531), (27222, 4573296)
29 (12, 2088), (29238, 5087412)
30 (12, 2160), (2028, 116064), (31326, 5638680)
31 (12, 2232), (33486, 6228396)
32 (12, 2304), (18, 2844), (6936, 625464), (23812, 3762296),
(30603, 5453091), (35718, 6857856), (48672, 10863216),
(735000, 630617400), (1785900, 2387391120)
33 (12, 2376), (38022, 7528356)
34 (12, 2448), (40398, 8241192)
35 (12, 2520), (42846, 8997660), (138750, 51914700)
36 (12, 2592), (1875, 110025), (45366, 9799056)
37 (12, 2664), (47958, 10646676)
38 (12, 2736), (78, 7488), (132, 10296), (531, 29205), (708, 38232),
(858, 46332), (1144, 62920), (2475, 157905), (3744, 271440),
(4602, 358956), (7788, 747648), (50622, 11541816), (142572, 54088416)
39 (12, 2808), (53358, 12485772), (58482, 14310648)
40 (12, 2880), (56166, 13479840)
41 (12, 2952), (59046, 14525316)
42 (12, 3024), (61998, 15623496)
43 (12, 3096), (65022, 16775676)
44 (12, 3168), (147, 12537), (288, 19728), (600, 35640), (1734, 106488),
(2178, 139788), (42483, 8918217), (68118, 17983152)
45 (12, 3240), (460374, 312911388), (71286, 19247220)
46 (12, 3312), (363, 24255), (74526, 20569176)
47 (12, 3384), (77838, 21950316)
48 (12, 3456), (2523, 171477), (20667, 3094821), (81222, 23391936),
(58159227, 443541563451)
49 (12, 3528), (84678, 24895332)
50 (12, 3600), (723, 45549), (964, 59768), (1098, 68076), (1464, 92232),
(88206, 26461800), (187500, 81576000)
51 (12, 3672), (91806, 28092636)
52 (12, 3744), (162, 15444), (196, 17416), (1152, 72864), (4056, 319176),
(11163, 1278621), (95478, 29789136)
53 (12, 3816), (99222, 31552596)
54 (12, 3888), (103038, 33384312)
55 (12, 3960), (41748, 8731296), (106926, 35285580)
56 (12, 4032), (110886, 37257696)
57 (12, 4104), (114918, 39301956)
58 (12, 4176), (24900, 4093560), (119022, 41419656)
59 (12, 4248), (123198, 43612092)
60 (12, 4320), (99, 13167), (396, 31680), (3862, 308960), (15448, 2054584),
(20164, 3016648), (38148, 7661016), (127446, 45880560)
61 (12, 4392), (131766, 48226356)
62 (12, 4464), (136158, 50650776)
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TABLE IIContinued
All integer points (X,Y) with Y0 for the curves (7), k=1, ..., 100, omitting in each case the point (0,0)
k (X, Y )
63 (12, 4536), (207, 21321), (8152, 839656), (140622, 53155116)
64 (12, 4608), (882, 63252), (2904, 220968), (145158, 55740672)
65 (12, 4680), (294, 27468), (687, 51525), (2616, 196200),
(10368, 1175904), (16023, 2176839), (37098, 7370136),
(149766, 58408740)
66 (12, 4752), (154446, 61160616)
67 (12, 4824), (600, 47160), (2178, 160776), (30772, 5609296),
(101400, 32671080), (159198, 63997596)
68 (12, 4896), (164022, 66920976)
69 (12, 4968), (168918, 69932052)
70 (12, 5040), (173886, 73032120)
71 (12, 5112), (178926, 76222476), (1441602, 1732408272)
72 (12, 5184), (726, 57816), (184038, 79504416)
73 (12, 5256), (376, 35720), (1098, 83448), (1464, 109800),
(1551, 116325), (2068, 157168), (6039, 573705), (7942, 826804),
(189222, 82879236), (273612, 143803944)
74 (12, 5328), (1587, 119853), (194478, 86348232), (437772, 290524752)
75 (12, 5400), (199806, 89912700)
76 (12, 5472), (288, 30960), (14406, 1894536), (205206, 93573936)
77 (12, 5544), (210678, 97333236)
78 (12, 5616), (216222, 101191896)
79 (12, 5688), (221838, 105151212)
80 (12, 5760), (227526, 109212480)
81 (12, 5832), (233286, 113376996)
82 (12, 5904), (239118, 117646056)
83 (12, 5976), (1263, 102303), (1684, 134720), (1746, 139680), (2328, 188568),
(245022, 122020956), (311052, 174308904)
84 (12, 6048), (250998, 126502992)
85 (12, 6120), (257046, 131093460)
86 (12, 6192), (263166, 135793656)
87 (12, 6264), (600, 57240), (7938, 849744), (269358, 140604876)
88 (12, 6336), (275622, 145528416)
89 (12, 6408), (281958, 150565572)
90 (12, 6480), (288366, 155717640)
91 (12, 6552), (882, 79632), (2904, 249480), (294846, 160985916)
92 (12, 6624), (301398, 166371696)
93 (12, 6696), (308022, 171876276)
94 (12, 6768), (314718, 177500952)
95 (12, 6840), (321486, 183247020), (522786, 379225440)
96 (12, 6912), (328326, 189115776)
97 (12, 6984), (335238, 195108516)
98 (12, 7056), (507, 55809), (12100, 1528120), (342222, 201226536)
99 (12, 7128), (349278, 207471132)
100 (12, 7200), (183618, 79450236), (356406, 213843600)
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TABLE III
Integer Solutions of (1), k=1, ..., 100
All integer solutions (k+n&1, t) with t>k of (1)
No entry for k indicates no solution exists
k (k+n&1, t)
1 (24, 70)
3 (4, 5), (580, 8075), (963, 17267)
7 (29, 92), (39, 143), (56, 245), (190, 1518), (2215, 60207)
9 (32, 106), (552057, 236818619)
11 (22908, 2001863)
13 (108, 652)
15 (111, 679), (326, 3406)
17 (39, 138), (5345, 225643)
18 (28, 77)
20 (21, 29), (43, 158), (308, 3128), (1221044, 778998480)
21 (116, 724)
22 (80, 413), (6910, 331668)
25 (48, 182), (50, 195), (73, 357), (578, 8033), (624, 9010),
(3625, 126035), (21624, 1835940)
27 (59, 253), (364, 4017)
28 (77, 385), (123, 788)
30 (198, 1612)
32 (609, 8687), (4087, 150878), (61281, 8758575), (148856, 33158210)
38 (48, 143), (96, 531), (349, 3770), (686, 10384), (11918, 751228)
44 (67, 274), (93, 495)
50 (171, 1281), (15674, 1133000)
52 (147, 1012), (389, 4433)
55 (3533, 121268)
58 (2132, 56855)
60 (92, 440), (3238, 106403)
64 (305, 3069)
65 (282, 2725), (928, 16332)
67 (116, 655), (8516, 453765)
73 (194, 1525), (22873, 1997277)
74 (36554, 4035066)
76 (99, 430)
83 (276, 2619), (26003, 2420957)
87 (136, 795)
91 (332, 3465)
assume k>100, but in fact we shall assume only k2, implying that the
torsion point Tk is (0,0) on (2) or as at (5) on (4). A consequence of this
result is that if Qk is indeed a generator for the group Ek(Q)Ek(Q)tors ,
then the only integer solution of (2) is (n, t)=(1, k).
The approach of this section is much in the spirit of Ayad [1] and it
is from that paper that it has been inspired. The idea is in essence quite
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simple. When expressing the x-coordinate of mQk as the quotient of two
polynomials in Z[k], it turns out that the resultant of these two polyno-
mials is an integer divisible by only 2 and 3; so any common factor of the
polynomials upon specialization to any integer k is also divisible by only
2 and 3. But the numerator polynomial lies in 1+12Z[k]; so numerator
and denominator are coprime for any integer k. Provided the denominator
is not 1, the result follows. In practice, it proved rather slippery converting
these ideas into a formal proof, and several intricate induction arguments
are necessary.
For any point P=(x, y) on (4), define the associated division polynomials
m(P) as follows (see, for example, Silverman [12, Chap. III, Exercise
3.7]):
0(P)=0, 1(P)=1, 2(P)=2y,
3(P)=3x4&216x2&10368k(k&1)(2k&1) x&1296,
4(P)=4y(x6&180x4&17280k(k&1)(2k&1) x3
&6480x2&124416k(k&1)(2k&1)x
&46656(8k2&8k+1)(64k4&128k3+72k2&8k&1)),
with, for m2,
2m+1=m+23m&m&1
3
m+1 ,
(25)
2y2m=m(m+22m&1&m&2
2
m+1).
Then
mP=(x(mP), y(mP))=\x&m&1m+12m ,
2m
24m+ . (26)
For the specific point Qk we have
2(Qk)=24 } 32k,
3(Qk)=26 } 34(&1&12k+24k2+72k3&36k4), (27)
4(Qk)=21438k(1+6k&6k2)(&1&12k+12k2+36k4).
Henceforth we shall simply write m instead of m(Qk), but we shall
always write explicitly m(P) for any point P{Qk . The only primes p such
that Qk is singular on Ek, p(Fp) are p=2, 3. Let S=[2, 3]; then from
Ayad [1] we have the following lemma.
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Lemma 3.
(i) For any positive integer m, the point mQk on Ek is S-integral if
and only if the only prime divisors of m are 2 and 3.
(ii) For any positive integer m, the point mQk+Tk on Ek is S-integral
if and only if the only prime divisors of 122m&m+1m&1 are 2 and 3.
Proof. For a proof we refer to [1]. K
We introduce the following relatively standard notation. Let p be prime,
and f (k) # Q(k). Write &p( f )=e # Z to denote that
f (k)=pe
g(k)
h(k)
,
where g, h # Z[k], and in both g and h at least one coefficient is not
divisible by p. It is easy to see that &p(FG)=&p(F )+&p(G) and &p(F+G)
min[&p(F ), &p(G)] with equality if &p(F ){&p(G).
Lemma 4.
(i) For any integer m1 we have
&2(2m&1)=3m(m&1), &3(2m&1)=2m(m&1),
&2(2m)3m2+1, &3(2m)2m2.
(ii) Defining  j to be the part of j prime to 6, or more precisely
(&1)[( j&1)2] j=2&2(j)3&3(j) j ,
then for m1,
 2m&1 # 1+12kZ[k],  2m # kZ[k]. (28)
Proof. Use induction on m. Both parts are certainly true for m=1, 2;
cf. (27).
Consider now m3, and suppose the lemma is valid for all indices less
than m. First, for m odd, m=2r+1, r1, then (25) gives
2m&1=2r+232r&2r&1 
3
2r+1 (29)
and, by the induction hypothesis,
&2(2r+2 32r)3(r+1)
2+1+3(3r2+1)=12r2+6r+7,
&2(2r&1 32r+1)=3r(r&1)+3 } 3(r+1)r=12r
2+6r,
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so that
&2(2m&1)=12r2+6r=3m(m&1)
as claimed. Also from (25)
144k } 2m=2r+1(2r+322r&2r&1
2
2r+2) (30)
and, by the induction hypothesis
&2(2r+12r+322r)12r
2+12r+8,
&2(2r+12r&1 22r+2)12r
2+12r+8,
so that
4+&2(2m)12r2+12r+8,
whence, as claimed
&2(2m)12r2+12r+4=3m2+1.
The induction for &3 is similar, and details are safely left to the reader.
To show part (ii) of the lemma (still under hypothesis m=2r+1),
observe that (29) and the ensuing valuations imply
 2m&1 #  2r&1  32r+1+2
7 } 32k4Z[k].
By the induction hypothesis,  2r&1 and  2r+1 lie in 1+12kZ[k], and
hence so does  2m&1 , as claimed.
Further, (30) implies a relation of type
k 2m=& 2r+1(2:3; 2r+3  22r&2#3$ 2r&1 22r+2),
where :, ;, #, $ are nonnegative integers with :#=0 and ;$=0. By the
induction hypothesis,  2r ,  2r+2 # kZ[k] and it follows that 2m # kZ[k],
as claimed.
In the second case (m even, m=2r), the induction arguments are similar,
using the identities
2m&1=2r+132r&1&2r&2
3
2r ,
144 k2m=2r(2r+222r&1&2r&2
2
2r+1).
This completes the proof of Lemma 4. K
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Now let m>1 be an integer such that mQk has integral coordinates. We
shall use repeatedly the following fact, an immediate consequence of a
theorem of Lutz [9] (see also Ayad [1] and Zimmer [20, Hilfssatz 1.1]):
If nP is an S-integral point, then P is an S-integral point. (31)
If m is even, then the above fact implies that 2Qk is integral; but then
x(2Qk)=(1+12k&24k3+36k4)4k2, a contradiction. If 3 | m, then 3Qk is
integral, so by Lemma 3, the only primes dividing 3 are 2 and 3. From
(27), this forces 1+12k&24k2&72k3+36k4=1 which is impossible for
k{0. Accordingly, if mQk is integral then we may assume (m, 6)=1.
Next we develop a ‘‘3-adic’’ estimation of certain  i .
Lemma 5. For every even positive integer n, with 3 |3 n, and every positive
integer N,
 n3N\1 # 1\nk(1+k&k3) 3N+1+3N+2kZ[k]. (32)
Remark. Since 1+k&k30 mod 3 for all k, it will follow from (32)
that for m>1 and (m, 6)=1, then  m {1. But, by Lemma 4,  m #1 mod
6 and thus  m has a prime divisor larger than 3, which is of course also a
prime divisor of m . This will contradict Lemma 3, establishing the fact
that mQk cannot be integral.
To prove Lemma 5, two subsidiary lemmas are needed.
Lemma 6. For every positive integer n with 3 |3 n and any positive integer
N,
&3(2n } 3N)2n2 } 32N+N.
Proof. First we fix n=1 and prove the assertion by induction on N.
For N=1, straightforward computation (Maple V was used) shows that
&3(6)=19, as required. Suppose now &3(2 } 3N)=e2 } 32N+N; we must
show that &3(2 } 3N+1)2 } 32N+2+N+1. From Tscho pe and Zimmer [17,
Section 1] we have
rs(Qk)=r
2
s (Qk)r(sQk), (33)
from which
2 } 3N+1=3(2 } 3N)=92 } 3N } 3(2 } 3
NQk). (34)
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In order to compute 3(2 } 3NQk) we need to substitute x=x(2 } 3NQk) into
the formula 3(2 } 3NQk)=3x4&216x2&10368k(k&1)(2k&1)x&1296.
Now from (26)
x(2 } 3NQk)=12k+6&
2 } 3N&12 } 3N+1
22 } 3N
,
and, by Lemma 4, we have &3(2 } 3N&1 2 } 3N+1 22 } 3N)=4 } 3
2N&2e<0,
which implies &3(x(2 } 3NQk))=4 } 32N&2e and &3(3(2 } 3NQk))=&3(3x4)
=4(4 } 32N&2e)+1.
Consequently, from (34),
&3(2 } 3N+1)=9e+4(4 } 32N&2e)+12 } 32N+2+N+1,
as required for the induction.
Second, let n>1 with 3 |3 n, and let N be any positive integer. From (33),
2n } 3N=n
2
2 } 3N } n(2 } 3
NQk). (35)
Here, n(2 } 3NQk) is a polynomial in x=x(2 } 3NQk) with &3(x)=
4 } 32N&2e<0, so that &3(n(2 } 3NQk))=&3(leading term of n(x)). It is
well-known that the leading term of n(x) as polynomial in x is nx(n
2&1)2
for n odd, and 12 n2(x) x
(n 22)&2 for n even and, accordingly,
&3(n(2 } 3NQk))={
n2&1
2
(4 } 32N&2e),
\n
2
2
&2+ (4 } 32N&2e)+2,
if n odd,
if n even.
In both cases, the right-hand side is at least (n2&1)2 } (4 } 32N&2e), so
that from (35),
&3(2n } 3N)n2e+
n2&1
2
(4 } 32N&2e)2n232N+N,
as required. K
Lemma 7. Let r be a positive even integer, 3 |3 r, and N any positive
integer. Then the relations
 r3N&1 # 1&rk(1+k&k3) 3N+1+3N+2ku(k)+3N+3kZ[k], (36)
 r3N+1 # 1+rk(1+k&k3) 3N+1+3N+2ku$(k)+3N+3kZ[k], (37)
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where u, u$ # Z[k], imply the relations
 2r3N&1 # 1&2rk(1+k&k3)3N+1+3N+2ku$(k)+3N+3kZ[k], (38)
 2r3N+1 # 1+2rk(1+k&k3)3N+1+3N+2ku(k)+3N+3kZ[k], (39)
Proof. From (25), 2r3N+1=r3N+23r3N&r3N&1
3
r3N+1 which gives
 2r3N+1 #  r3N&1 3r3N+1+3
N+3kZ[k], (40)
by Lemmas 4 and 6. Now (37) implies
 3r3N+1 # 1+rk(1+k&k
3) 3N+2+3N+3kZ[k]
and multiplying by (36) in (40) gives (39).
The deduction of (38) is entirely analogous. K
Proof of Lemma 5. The result is first proved for n=2 by induction on
N. The case N=1 is verified by direct computation. Suppose the claim is
true for the integer N, so that
 2 } 3N&1 # 1&2k(1+k&k3) 3N+1+3N+2ku(k)+3N+3kZ[k], (41)
 2 } 3N+1 # 1+2k(1+k&k3)3N+1+3N+2ku$(k)+3N+3kZ[k], (42)
for some u(k), u$(k) # Z(k). Then by Lemma 7,
 4 } 3N&1 # 1&4k(1+k&k3) 3N+1+3N+2ku$(k)+3N+3kZ[k], (43)
 4 } 3N+1 # 1+4k(1+k&k3)3N+1+3N+2ku(k)+3N+3kZ[k]. (44)
We use the following general relation (see Ayad [1]):
r+sr&s=r+1 r&1 2s &s+1s&1
2
r . (45)
With r=4 } 3N, s=2 } 3N+1, then Lemmas 4 and 6 imply
 2 } 3N+1+1 2 } 3N&1= 4 } 3N+1  4 } 3N&1  22 } 3N+1&2
#3$ 2 } 3N+2 2 } 3N  24 } 3N
for integers #0, $3N+2, where the second summand on the right-hand
side lies in k4Z[k]. Thus
 2 } 3N+1+1 2 } 3N&1 #  4 } 3N+1  4 } 3N&1 22 } 3N+1+3
N+3kZ[k]. (46)
In view of (42),
 22 } 3N+1 # 1+4k(1+k&k
3) 3N+1+2ku$(k) 3N+2+3N+3kZ[k]. (47)
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Furthermore, viewing (41) as a relation in Z[[k]], then  2 } 3N&1 is an
invertible element with
 &12 } 3N+1 # 1+2k(1+k&k
3) 3N+1&ku(k) 3N+2+3N+3kZ[[k]]. (48)
Multiplying together (43), (44), (47), and (48), there results from (46)
 2 } 3N+1+1 # 1+2k(1+k&k3) 3N+2+3N+3kZ[[k]],
where clearly Z[[k]] may be replaced by Z[k] since we know a priori
 2 } 3N+1+1 # Z[k]. This completes the reduction on N (for n=2) in (32)
with the upper sign. The induction on N (for n=2) with lower sign at (32)
is entirely analogous.
It remains to induct on n. We shall assume that n is an even integer at
least 4, 3 |3 n, and that (32) is true for all even integers <n, not divisible by
3, and all N1. We must show
 n3N\1 # 1\nk(1+k&k3)3N+1+3N+2kZ[k],
for all N1. The inductive arguments needed are similar to those used in
the previous lines, and in the proofs of Lemmas 6 and 7. In addition to
these lemmas, the relations at (25) and (45) are crucial for the completion
of the proof. Although delicate, the remaining arguments do not contain
any surprising feature, and so to avoid unnecessary repetition, we suppress
further details in the proof, safely leaving them to the reader. This
induction on n completes the verification of Lemma 5. K
By the remark immediately following the statement of Lemma 5, mQk
cannot be integral for m2, and it remains to show that mQk+Tk on (2)
cannot be integral for m1. As the reader by now will have gotten the gist
of our inductive argument, we shall cut down the remaining ‘‘torsion
twisted’’ case to its most essential parts.
Since the coordinates of the point Qk+Tk with respect to (2) are not
integral, we may assume that m>1.
Suppose henceforth that m>1 with mQk+Tk an integral point of Ek at
(2). In view of the transformation (3) and its inverse, the coordinates
x(mQk+Tk), y(mQk+Tk) of the point mQk+Tk with respect to the
model Ek at (4) are also integers with
x(mQk+Tk)#2 mod 4. (49)
Let 9=122m&m&1m+1; then by Lemma 3(ii),
2 and 3 are the only prime divisors of 9. (50)
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From Lemma 4, it is readily checked that for m even
&2(m&1m+1)= 32 m
2< 32 m
2+4&2(122m),
&3(m&1m+1)=m2<m2+1&3(122m),
and for m odd,
&2(m&1m+1)
3m2+7
2
>
3m2+1
2
=&2(122m),
&3(m&1m+1)m2+1>m2=&3(122m),
These imply in (50),
9=122m&m&1m+1={\2
3m223m
2
,
\2(3m
2+1)23m
2 ,
m even,
m odd.
(51)
Now compute x(mQk+Tk) in terms of the ’s. We have
x(mQk+Tk)=&x(mQk)&x(Tk)+\y(mQk)& y(Tk)x(mQk)&x(Tk)+
2
,
and, by (26),
x(mQk)\x(Tk)=12k+6&
m&1m+1
2m
\(12k&6),
y(mQk)& y(Tk)=
2m
24m
=
2m&1 m+2&
2
m+1m&2
288k3m
.
It follows that
x(mQk+Tk)=
&21034k29 3+(2m&1m+2&
2
m+1m&2)
2
21034k22m 9
2 +12(1&2k).
(52)
Let e2 denote the 2-adic valuation on Q. In the case where m is odd, then
by Lemma 4 and (51),
e2(21034k22m9
2)= 12 (9m
2+19)+2e2(k),
e2(21034k29 3)= 12(9m
2+23)+2e2(k),
e2(2m&1 m+2&
2
m+1m&2)
1
4 (9m
2+19)+e2(k),
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so that (52) implies e2(x(mQk+Tk))2, contradicting (49). Thus m is
even. Writing m=2Nq with q odd, then mQk+Tk=q(2NQk+Tk) and by
(31) it follows that 2NQk+Tk is integral. It is checked that 2Qk+Tk is
non-integral, so we assume that N2. In order to obtain a contradiction
to the integrality of 2NQk+Tk , we need the following facts accumulated in
a final lemma.
Lemma 8.
(i) For n1,
 2n&1 2n+1 # 1+22n(k+k4)+22n+1kZ[k]. (53)
(ii) If 2NQk+Tk is integral, then k divides 3 } 22N. Moreover,
 2N&1 2N+1 # 1+22N+1kZ[k]. (54)
Proof. Both statements can, as before, be proved by inductive argu-
ments. Although lengthy, and not everywhere trivial, we feel that the reader
by now must have acquired sufficient insight in the methods of this section
to enable him to produce complete proofs unaided. K
To obtain a contradiction to the integrality of 2NQk+Tk , first note that
k{3, because r3=2. Thus, from Lemma 8, k must be even. But then (53)
and (54) are contradictory.
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